
Unbiased results from
the nearest tree(s)

(a view from the gutters)



Most of forest sampling 
is geometry.

Always has been … 
likely always will be.



Here is the probability view of the estimation process
for the total (… let’s shift the algebra)

Hansen Hurwitz    “Expansion Factor” 

 

�Tree  Value
 𝑝𝑝  sample  

�     =     Tree  Value

 �  Polygon  area   
Total  area �  

   =      � Total  area
Polygon  area

�  *  Tree Value 

Units could be 
Polygons/tract
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Better Yet Slide the polygon area over   VPAR (depth) 

Tree Value  *  � Total  area
Polygon  area

�     =    �   Tree  Value   
polygon  area

� * Total area 

Try using the “pancake approach”
Volume to Polygon Area Ratio

Units ??  (flexible) and 
equals the HH answer
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Here is what we are doing with this approach.



Probabilistically, with overlaps, Hansen-Hurwitz
becomes Horvitz-Thompson



When polygons overlap, you “add 
up” depths over the sample point.

Iles, 1979

Top
View



3 nearest trees  give…

“1st, 2nd or 3d” choice 
polygons around 

each tree



Foresters understood this issue in the 1950’s

•Bitterlich had introduced Variable Plot Sampling.

•Grosenbaugh saw the idea of the
(Volume / Basal Area Ratio) -
and solved the issue of growth 
over time using the initial 
tree polygon circle. 

V/BA time 1
V/BA growth

V/BA @ time 2



The “problem” when “new trees” appear over 
time if the variable plot expands, was solved in 
the late 1970’s.

Critical Increment Sampling
(It works for Fixed Plots too)



Here are some critical points …

•The Polygon surrounds the tree. Shapes are 
arbitrary, can shift them

around, if you like. 
•It does not need to be symmetric.
•They do not need to be the same size 

(or shape).  
.



The polygons can be complex.
Perhaps a locus of points around the tree.

Walk around perimeter

Points just “in” with Large angle
A polygon is generated



At a sample point
Different questions :

And you can sample (or subsample) for these separately.

1)  Are you in the polygon? (av count of 2.3 = 230% coverage)

2)  What is the [ Tree Value/polygon area ] ratio ?
• Not the tree value.  Not the polygon area
• The RATIO of [value/polygon area]



Getting the tree measurement is easy.
Getting its polygon area might not be.

What do we do when something is hard to 
exactly measure in Forestry ?

We sample for it.



Imagine a tree made of ice …
1)  Divide the polygon into triangular “gutters” with edges.
2) “Melt the tree down” so that its volume flows into

those gutters.

A random sample point will choose each gutter proportional to its area.
3) What we need is the average depth.

Average depth * area = volume



Sample Point

Tree

Rg 

How long is the triangular gutter?



Having the distance from the tree to that edge.

V / [Rg2 π] = depth 



For the sampling process :
Average Depth * total tract area

= total volume on tract
Just like the volume of chip piles, 

or lakes, or bodies of ore.



Or you can measure more exact distances  
One distance, one angle



Measure 3 distances to get the angle & solution



Perhaps you can calculate the distance in 
other ways … such as by the diameter of 
the tree stem (a stem caliper measurement, 
as an example).

(? * DBH) = distance to edge.



Large tree polygons consist of layers of connected 
“shards” added to an initial “nearest” tree polygon.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tree 

Sample 
Point 

Distance 
to edge 

Nearest tree polygon

2nd Nearest tree

3rd Nearest tree

Outer edge



These shard “necklaces” 
intersect and tesselate the area.

This is where each tree is selected as 
the “5th nearest tree”, for example.

…
You are near the distance you need to

an outer border already.



Shard necklace area (yellow) is 
the probability of this tree being 
the 5th tree from a sample point.

The outer extent of the necklace 
is a solid polygon where the tree 
is the 1st, 2nd, 3d, 4th, or 5th tree 
from the random point.



A Cluster of the “Nearest 3” trees? … 3 gutter depths

Each polygon here is the 3rd level 
polygon around the tree.

Sample Point





That version of multiple polygon selection was what 
Scott Overton described in 1995.
… he intended it as a general view for sampling by 
the Horvitz-Thompson view.  (it was, after all, in the 
“teachers corner” section of that journal).

It is the same thing when you use triangles, and 
assign a tree (or several) to the triangle areas.



For about 70+ years (3 generations) the 
ecologists have been trying to just get number 
of trees/ha from “distance sampling”.

They failed.
Why ??    By looking at trees the wrong way.

We almost did the same thing.





Don Bruce   Professor, head of USFS 
inventory, author, consultant, heavy hitter.

vs

Dave Bruce, his son
and Lew Grosenbaugh, a new guy.

… clashed on this issue.

July, 1954 …



1) View it as trees in a circular plot ??
or

2) A sample Point included within Tree Circles ?



How do you view handling borders?



The letters



Anyway …
This is just one of several unbiased estimators when 

sampling the nearest tree.  There are more.
When sampling multiple trees, that is similarly possible, 

in several unbiased ways.

What if you take the wrong approach and view trees to 
be inside a plot around the sample point ??



The ecologists thought. 
“If we just adjusted the perimeter enough ….” 

wrong distance, wrong direction, wrong shape, wrong answer.             

Adjusting the distance didn’t work.
Imaginary distributions failed.
Complicated methods didn’t work.

Also, they thought, …
Can’t we just pile all these trees onto this one “plot”.

tree7

6



• It does not work to select many trees to measure 
and divide by only one of the tree polygon areas 
(the furthest tree is used).

•6-tree sampling, for instance, does this.



It’s easy to simulate these things, and 
counter-examples show that the nth-tree 
procedure (farthest tree plot used) is biased.  

It does not show that the bias is unacceptable.



A central question is …

Will n-tree sampling ever be better than the alternatives ??

as in … count a few trees with an angle gauge.
Measure 1 or 2 as a sample for VBAR.

and move on … I doubt it…       

But maybe…     Maybe soon…



Why Maybe ?
• If computers do the polygons, everything can change.

1) Your sampling can be from a sorted list of these polygons.
2) The polygon shapes and totals are trivial to calculate.
3) The polygons can be shifted around, once formed.
4) You have a GPS location for each polygon (main tree).
5) Polygon enlargements are easily done,

and checking what is “inside the polygon” is easier
when in the field  (It’s not always one tree).

• FP, VP, and other methods all have this same geometry.



I personally think computers are probably
better used to estimate tree values directly.

… then you use something like list sampling, 
and measure [true value / estimated value].



A prediction, however :

We can expect another 50 years of 
failed publications and complications by 
the ecologists and their acolytes … who 
simply refuse to see the geometry. 



Thank You

(Questions over coffee)



Spare examples and details of 
computations.

Available from the author, at
kiles@island.net



 
Finding the intersection of the distance (tree-polygon edge) when it is hard to judge the "edge" (distance between trees is equal)

triangle calculation with 3 side lengths
30 distance between trees
19 rough distance to interior tree
21 distance to other tree

distance from point to 2nd tree angle B in deg         bisectors of other trees
21  97.05          

Random Point
  Rough distance tree to edge

2nd nearest tree 19  Nearest tree
angle A  in deg  

38.94           Tree to Ploygon Edge Distance
20.85      calculated

  30       angle C in deg diff % -20%   When squared

44.00          calculated degrees

0.7680 radians  
1) Enter the 3 side lengths (gold cells) Triangles (obviously) not to scale

2) Get the total area here, and angles of triangle
area = 197.99    

Bisector between nearest & 2nd nearest trees
 



An example, with no edge effect and “nearest tree”



Example with two trees combined on farthest tree.

Wrong …



Elliptical trees,  - Is the ratio difference trivial ?    
Usually, yes, and perhaps the ratio is exact

.

Larger apparent tree
so larger calculated radius,

Larger apparent volume,

(larger V / larger Area)

Correct diameter,
Correct volume,

Correct V / Area
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